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1 Comments

The Thm 3.2 of this paper is somewhat strengthened in that the geometric
hypotheses of Lee and Uhlmann’s theorm (Theorem 3.1) have been removed as
a result of the paper by Lassas Taylor and Uhlmann[2].

In addition the work of Alessandrini and Gaburro[3] extends the piecewise
analytic result Theorem 3.4 to monotonic families of anisotropic conductivities.
The thesis of Gaburro [4] extends the result further to families of metrics.

Recently Shartudinov [5] considers the derivative of the Dirichlet-Neumann
map with respect to deformations of the metric. He defines a Riemannian
manifold as being conformally rigid if any conformal Killing field that vanishes
on the boundary is necessarily zero. It follows from Prop 3.3 that all Riemannian
manifolds of dimension n ≥ 2 are conformally rigid.

2 Errata

The following typing errors are trivial and do not effect the conclusions of the
paper.

1. p126. line -13 Should be J = −σdu

2. p126. line -4. should be ∗α ∧ α = 〈α, α〉µ.

3. p129. foot note reference should be [12].
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